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Cisco Internetworking with Windows NT & 2000McGraw-Hill, 2000
Guide to using Cisco hardware and software in a Microsoft environment With the announced Cisco/Microsoft partnership, just about all NT administrators will need a working knowledge of Cisco products and technologies. You'll find that know-how in Cisco Internetworking with Windows NT & 2000, by Anthony Velte, Toby Velte, and Amy Hanson. After an...
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Wireless Network Administration A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learn the essentials of wireless networking


	Configure, manage, and secure wireless networks using the step-by-step details in this practical resource. Wireless Network Administration: A Beginner's Guide shows you how to work with the latest wireless networking standards, including the 802.11x family, on Windows, Mac,...
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CCENT Certification All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get ready for Cisco's entry-level networking certification CCENT exam 640-822


	If you're preparing for Cisco certification, your road starts with CCENT Exam 640-822 ICND1. This volume covers everything you need to know! You'll learn networking basics and how to work with Cisco devices, routers, switches, and more. With...
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Securing Windows Server 2003O'Reilly, 2004
As the title implies, this book is about security in the Windows  Server 2003 operating system and how to put it to work on behalf of  your organization and your users.

Windows Server 2003 has quite a number of uses. It can serve in a  network support role, supplying services such as DHCP and DNS. It can...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit: Managing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Environment (Exam 70-218)Microsoft Press, 2002
An excellent beginners' guide to the basics you'll need to know in order to get through the rest of the MCSE/MCSA exams, Managing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Environment should be the first book you buy--and it'll continue to come in handy with the rest of the exams you'll take.
Essentially, this book is the absolute minimum you...
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Active Directory Infrastructure: How to Cheat at Designing a Windows Server 2003Syngress Publishing, 2006
Before the design of any system implementation may commence, first one must assess the
environment into which that system is to be deployed.This argument holds true especially for
Active Directory (AD). Active Directory has the potential to affect every facet of your IT
infrastructure and every team involved with IT, even in the...
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Hacking with Kali: Practical Penetration Testing TechniquesSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Hacking with Kali introduces you the most current distribution of the de facto standard tool for Linux pen testing. Starting with use of the Kali live CD and progressing through installation on hard drives, thumb drives and SD cards, author James Broad walks you through creating a custom version of the Kali live...
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Windows Server 2003 Clustering & Load BalancingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Plan, design, and implement highly available Windows solutions using the  expert advice in this detailed guide. Written by a network infrastructure design  specialist, this book covers the planning, development, cost analysis,  management, installation, configuration, and roll out of several clustering and  load balancing technologies....
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Fedora Bible 2010 Edition: Featuring Fedora Linux 12John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The perfect companion for mastering the latest version of Fedora


	As a free, open source Linux operating system sponsored by Red Hat, Fedora can either be a stepping stone to Enterprise or used as a viable operating system for those looking for frequent updates. Written by veteran authors of perennial bestsellers, this book...
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Understanding IPv6, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2008
Now updated for Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista, this guide delivers in-depth technical information on Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). IPv6 greatly improves on IPv4, the current protocol, by vastly increasing the number of available addresses and by adding enhancements for security, multimedia traffic management, routing, and network...
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MCSA 70-410 Cert Guide R2: Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 (Cert Guides)Pearson Education, 2014

	The study guide helps you master all the topics on the MCSA 70-410 exam, including the following:

	
		
			Installing and configuring Windows Server 2012

	
	
		
			Configuring storage, shares, and permissions

	
	...
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Windows Server 2012 Automation with PowerShell CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Automating server tasks allows administrators to repeatedly perform the same, or similar, tasks over and over again. With PowerShell scripts, you can automate server tasks and reduce manual input, allowing you to focus on more important tasks.


	Windows Server 2012 Automation with PowerShell will show several ways for a Windows...
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